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Abstract. Clinical imaging techniques for the anterior segment of the eye provide excellent anatomical infor-
mation, but molecular imaging techniques are lacking. Molecular photoacoustic imaging is one option to address
this need, but implementation requires use of contrast agents to distinguish molecular targets from background
photoacoustic signals. Contrast agents are typically selected based on a priori knowledge of photoacoustic prop-
erties of tissues. However, photoacoustic properties of anterior ocular tissues have not been studied yet. Herein,
anterior segment anatomy and corresponding photoacoustic signals were analyzed in brown and blue porcine
eyes ex vivo. Measured photoacoustic spectra were compared to known optical absorption spectra of endog-
enous chromophores. In general, experimentally measured photoacoustic spectra matched expectations based
on absorption spectra of endogenous chromophores reported in the literature, and similar photoacoustic spectra
were observed in blue and brown porcine eyes. However, unique light–tissue interactions at the iris modified
photoacoustic signals from melanin. Finally, we demonstrated how the measured PA spectra established herein
can be used for one application of molecular PA imaging, detecting photoacoustically labeled stem cells in the
anterior segment for glaucoma treatment. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Unported
License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10
.1117/1.JBO.24.5.056004]
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1 Introduction
The most-investigated approaches for noninvasive assessment of
internal ocular structures have been ultrasound (US) and optical
imaging techniques.1–9 Clinical use of ultrasound biomicro-
scopy and optical coherence tomography (OCT) are well
established in ophthalmology.1,2,10 OCT provides excellent ana-
tomical information by measuring changes in backscattered
light.6 Advances in OCT now allow real-time imaging, wide-
field imaging, higher resolution, and assessment of other tissue
optical properties, such as birefringence.10–14 Overall OCT
research has drastically improved the quality of anatomical
imaging in ophthalmology. However, molecular imaging tech-
niques are lacking. Accordingly, development of molecular
contrast OCT seeks to address this need15–17 by manipulating
backscattering properties to distinguish molecular targets.17

One approach is to introduce exogenous contrast agents that
increase backscattering. However, high background signals
from surrounding tissue still make it difficult to distinguish
molecular targets. As a result, researchers have invented
other clever solutions, including magnetomotive OCT and
US, spectroscopic-OCT, pump-probe OCT, and photothermal
OCT.17–19

Significant effort has recently been dedicated to development
of photothermal OCT for the retina.20–23 In photothermal OCT,
an optical absorber is irradiated with light. Heat deposition
causes thermoelastic expansion of the surrounding tissue and
ultimately changes the optical path length measured by OCT.20

Thus, photothermal OCT obtains molecular information by
indirectly measuring changes in backscattering resulting from
an absorption event. A more straightforward approach may

be to use an imaging modality that directly measures optical
absorption, such as photoacoustic (PA) imaging.

PA imaging is similar to photothermal OCT in that irradiation
of an optical absorber results in heat deposition and thermoelas-
tic expansion of surrounding tissues. However, conditions used
in PA imaging produce transient acoustic waves detected by a
traditional ultrasound transducer.24–26 Thus, PA imaging com-
bines advantages of optical and acoustic modalities to allow
high resolution, high contrast, real-time, molecular imaging.
A variety of endogenous and exogenous optical absorbers pro-
duce PA signals.27 These optical absorbers serve as PA contrast
agents and are detected using multiwavelength spectroscopic PA
imaging. Because PA contrast is based on absorption, molecular
information complements anatomical information provided by
scattering-based modalities such as OCT or ultrasound. Thus,
ultrasound and photoacoustic (US/PA) imaging systems are fre-
quently combined, which is advantageous due to the established
use of ultrasound in clinical ophthalmology.5,9,28 Similarly,
a multimodal PA/OCT system has also been demonstrated
for molecular imaging at the posterior segment to assess the
retina.29,30

Our work focuses on extending molecular PA imaging to the
anterior segment of the eye, i.e., tissues anterior to the vitreous
humor. Anterior segment imaging techniques, such as OCT, slit-
lamp microscopy, and ultrasound biomicroscopy, primarily pro-
vide anatomical information.10 There is a need for molecular
imaging techniques that could aid diagnosis, guide therapies,
and improve understanding of anterior ocular diseases, includ-
ing glaucoma, uveitis, and iridial pathologies.17 Implementation
of molecular PA imaging requires endogenous or exogenous
contrast agents that must be carefully selected based on a priori
knowledge of PA properties of anterior segment tissues to ensure
the contrast agent or interventional devices can be distinguished
from background PA signals.31–33 Although PA imaging has
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been demonstrated at a select few wavelengths in the anterior
segment,34–36 exploration of PA properties over a broad range
of wavelengths is required to inform contrast agent selection
for molecular PA imaging.

Thus, the goal of the work presented here was to establish
PA spectral properties for the anterior segment over a range
of wavelengths corresponding to the ideal tissue optical
window.27 In some cases, PA spectra in biological tissues
directly correspond to optical absorption spectra of endogenous
chromophores, i.e., melanin, oxygenated, and deoxygenated
hemoglobin. Alternatively, PA spectra can be modified by
light–tissue interactions.37 We hypothesized that the latter sce-
nario may occur in the anterior segment due to the role of ante-
rior tissues to control light propagation. Differences in eye color,
resulting from unique combinations of scattering and melanin
absorption at the iris, may also modify PA spectra.38,39 For
these reasons, we systematically measured the PA spectral prop-
erties of anterior segment structures in blue and brown porcine
eyes, which are a relevant model of human anatomy and pig-
mentation. We also demonstrated how these PA spectra can
aid development of molecular PA imaging strategies in the ante-
rior eye, specifically by informing contrast agent selection to
detect stem cells for glaucoma treatment.40–42

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Eye Preparation

All experiments used enucleated porcine eyes (Holifield Farms,
Covington, Georgia). Blue and brown porcine eyes were studied
to represent the two extremes in the range of eye color from light
to dark. Blue or brown eye color was determined by visual
inspection, and no other colors were observed in samples
from the slaughterhouse. Fresh and fixed eye globes were
imaged. Eye globes were fixed by submersion in 10% neutral
buffered formalin overnight before imaging, then maintained in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) prior to use. In total, 10 brown
(three fresh and seven fixed) and 6 blue porcine eyes (two fresh
and four fixed) were imaged. Minimal differences between
PA spectra of fresh and fixed samples were observed (data
not shown).

2.2 Imaging Protocol

A Vevo 2100/LAZR (VisualSonics, Inc., Toronto, Canada)
imaging system, incorporating US/PA imaging modes, was
used for all imaging experiments. US/PA images were acquired
using a 256-element transducer array operating at 20-MHz
(LZ250) or 40-MHz (LZ550) center frequencies. The laser
source was a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser-pumped optical para-
metric oscillator system (pulse repetition frequency ¼ 20 Hz,
7-ns pulse duration). PA images were acquired within the
680- to 970-nm wavelength range at a frame rate of 5 Hz.
Variations in laser pulse energy were corrected at the time of
data acquisition using built in features of the Vevo 2100/LAZR.

In the first set of brown eye data, US/PA images were
acquired at 1 deg increments as the eye was rotated 360 deg.
Data were collected using both the 20- and 40-MHz transducers,
and the wavelength was varied from 680 to 970 nm in incre-
ments of 10 nm. The transducer was oriented either on-axis
or perpendicular to the trabecular meshwork for translimbal
light delivery for a total of four datasets. Preliminary analysis

confirmed ultrasound-determined anatomy. PA spectra were
similar in all views, and data acquisition at every degree was
unnecessary. Adjustments were thus made to permit acquisition
of more wavelengths and compile more thorough spectroscopic
information. Specifically, US/PA images were acquired every
45 deg at wavelengths from 680 to 970 nm in 5-nm increments.
US/PA images were postprocessed in MATLAB to determine
the PA spectrum at anatomical landmarks.

2.3 Calculating and Analyzing Measured PA
Spectra

The average PA spectra for the anterior and posterior iris, tra-
becular meshwork, and sclera were determined to establish PA
spectral properties specific to anatomy of the anterior segment.
Each spectrum was determined by calculating the average PA
signal over each region of interest. Each region of interest
was isolated using spatial masks determined by manual segmen-
tation based on anatomical information depicted in US/PA
images. Variations in mask size and shape had minimal impact
on PA spectra; specifically, the magnitude of the variation in the
PA spectra between masks was comparable to the variations in
the PA spectra between eyes and was thus not considered sig-
nificant. The spectrum for each region of interest was then low-
pass filtered using a 10-point moving average. The resulting
spectra are henceforth referred to as “measured PA spectra.”
Measured PA spectra were compared to established optical
absorption spectra for deoxygenated hemoglobin (Hb), oxygen-
ated hemoglobin (HbO2), and melanin.43–49

2.4 PA Analysis in Phantom Experiments of
Pigment and Scattering

The measured PA spectrum for the posterior iris required further
analysis to evaluate effects of optical scattering. Following
methods described elsewhere, melanin was isolated from dis-
sected irises of fresh brown porcine eyes by collecting tissue
in 10 mL of water and mechanically disrupting to release
pigment.50,51 Pigment samples were size separated via centrifu-
gation and isolated particles were resuspended in 2 mL of PBS
for US/PA imaging.

A 10 × 10 cm plastic container held isolated pigment sam-
ples for US/PA imaging. Two small holes were drilled on oppo-
site sides of the container and a silicone tube (Helix Medical)
with an inner diameter of 0.062 in. and an outer diameter of
0.095 in. was fed through each hole and secured. The thickness
of the iris was ∼1 mm based on anatomical ultrasound images,
slightly smaller than the inner diameter of the silicone tube. The
tube was loaded with the following samples for US/PA imaging:
PBS, iris pigment alone, and the same iris pigment with a piece
of sclera wrapped around the tube. In the PA images of the cir-
cular cross-section of the tube, three regions of interest (top,
middle, and bottom of the tube) were identified. The average
PA signal was determined for each region of interest to assess
changes in the PA spectrum of pigment due to light attenuation
as a function of depth.

2.5 Analysis of Local Tissue Composition Using
Spectroscopic PA Processing

The PA signal at each pixel, i.e., pressure Pðx; y; λÞ, is expressed
as described elsewhere:25,52–55
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;752Pðx; y; λÞ ¼ ΓFðx; y; λÞ
Xn

i¼1

μaiðx; y; λÞ; (1)

where λ is the wavelength, μaðλ) is the optical absorption coef-
ficient, Fðx; y; λÞ is the fluence, and Γ is the Grüneisen param-
eter. For heterogeneous tissue, the total PA signal at each pixel is
a superposition of each PA signal from n optical absorbers.

Spectroscopic PA datasets were preprocessed to correct for
wavelength-dependent fluence attenuation in the iris. Fluence,
Fðz; λÞ, is expressed as37,56

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;636Fðz; λÞ ¼ FoðλÞe−μeff ðλÞ·z; (2)

where z is the imaging depth, and F0 is the fluence
at the iris surface. Effective attenuation, μeffðλÞ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3μaðλÞ½μaðλÞ þ μsðλÞð1 − gðλÞ�p
, was calculated based on:

(i) the coefficient of anisotropy, gðλÞ ¼ 2.25 · λ−0.155,57 (ii) the
optical scattering coefficient, μsðλÞ, of 10% intralipid,58 and
(iii) μaðλÞ of melanin at the retinal pigmented epithelium
(RPE).44,45

Unfortunately, published iris-specific absorption and scatter-
ing values were not available for our wavelength range. The best
alternatives to estimate μeff at the iris were to use generic scat-
tering (intralipid) and melanin absorption in the RPE. For brown
eyes, μa½λðnmÞ� ¼ 8 · 1010λ−3.48 ðcm−1Þ, and for blue eyes,
μa½λðnmÞ� ¼ 6.5 · 1010λ−3.48 ðcm−1Þ.44,45 The exponent of λ
from the expression for μaðλÞ is the critical parameter to describe
the melanin absorption spectrum and was taken directly from
published data for the RPE.44 However, concentrations of mela-
nin vary by orders of magnitude in ocular tissues, and thus the
values of the leading coefficient in the expression μaðλÞ were
reduced to accommodate different melanin concentrations and
distributions at the iris compared to the RPE.44 The leading
coefficients were incrementally adjusted until artifacts at the
posterior iris were minimized. However, processing was
conservative and some artifacts were deliberately kept. Fluence
correction is a complex technical issue and further work is
required in the future.37,56 Using Eq. (2), Fðz; λÞ was calculated
to produce a spatial distribution map of fluences in the iris. The
PA signal, P, in Eq. (1) was multiplied by 1∕Fðz; λÞ to correct
for wavelength and depth-dependent fluence attenuation.37,56

After fluence correction, spectroscopic PA datasets were
filtered using a 3 × 3 pixel (41 μm × 45 μm) median filter to
remove large noise spikes. Images were then low pass filtered
using a 6 × 9 × 3 pixel (depth × width × wavelength) moving
average filter, approximately corresponding to 252 μm ×
405 μm and a wavelength range of 15 nm. PA signals below
the noise floor, defined by minðPÞ þ 0.025½maxðPÞ −minðPÞ�,
were eliminated.

After filtering, spectroscopic PA datasets were analyzed
using the linear least squares (LLS) regression method. LLS
regression creates a spatial distribution map of each optical
absorber in tissue. Concentration, C, of each absorber was esti-
mated by separating contributions of each absorber to the total
PA signal at each pixel. According to LLS regression methods
described elsewhere,25,59,60 the optical absorption coefficient,
μaðλÞ, in Eq. (1) can be expressed as the product of the concen-
tration of the absorber, Ciðx; yÞ, and the optical cross-section of
the absorber, σa. Equation (1) is rewritten as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;752Pðx; y; λÞ ¼ ΓFðx; y; λÞ
Xn

i¼1

Ciðx; yÞσaiðλÞ. (3)

The optical cross-section describes the likelihood an absorp-
tion event will occur, and σai is a matrix whose rows and col-
umns correspond to wavelength and the normalized absorption
spectrum of each preselected optical absorber, respectively. For
our studies, two matrices of optical cross-sections were deter-
mined a priori for LLS regression. The first matrix of optical
cross-sections was obtained from the normalized absorption
spectra of melanin, HbO2, and Hb, which are reported in the
literature and represent optical properties of generic tissue.43–49

The second matrix of optical cross-sections was obtained from
our normalized measured PA spectra, which were specific to
anterior ocular tissues. Thus, the same images were processed
with LLS regression to produce two sets of concentration maps
based on absorption spectra from the literature or based on our
measured PA spectra.

Other research has established that it is theoretically ideal to
use the maximum number of wavelengths for LLS regression of
spectroscopic PA datasets.61,62 In practice, such an approach
may introduce inaccuracies due to laser energy stability, noise,
and overlap of optical spectra.61,62 Thus, a subset of acquired
wavelengths, λ ¼ 720 to 970 nm, was used for LLS regression
of spectroscopic PA datasets. This range captured a majority
of wavelengths acquired, eliminated wavelengths with energy
instability, and preserved distinct features of all spectra.

2.6 Stem Cell Tracking

As an example application, we detected human adipose-derived
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs, Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) in
the anterior eye. The measured PA spectra established here were
used to identify an appropriate contrast agent to label stem cells
and detect them using molecular PA imaging. Based on the PA
spectra of anterior ocular tissues, established herein, gold nano-
spheres (AuNSs) were a good contrast agent. AuNSs with a
20 nm diameter were synthesized in-house as described previ-
ously,63 sterilized under UV light for at least 12 h, and used to
label MSCs following previous methods.63–65 Briefly, MSCs
were maintained in α-minimum essential medium containing
20% fetal bovine serum, penicillin, streptomycin, and L-gluta-
mine. When MSCs reached ∼80% confluence, the media in
the tissue culture flask was exchanged for AuNS-containing
media. After 24 h of incubation, the AuNS-containing media
was aspirated. MSCs were washed with PBS to remove residual
AuNSs. The remaining AuNS-labeled MSCs were collected and
suspended in PBS at a concentration of 1000 cells∕μL for
a 250-μL injection.

AuNS-labeled MSCs were injected through the cornea into
the anterior chamber of a porcine eye ex vivo. The control eye
received no injection. To mimic in vivo conditions using an
organ perfusion system, all eyes were hydrostatically clamped
to maintain physiological intraocular pressures, thereby induc-
ing circulation throughout the anterior chamber due to the natu-
ral outflow of fluid through the trabecular meshwork. US/PA
datasets were acquired before and 5 h after injection. LLS
regression of spectroscopic photoacoustic (sPA) datasets from
λ ¼ 680 to 710 nm was performed as described in Sec. 2.5.
In this case, the matrix of optical cross-sections, described in
Sec. 2.5, was modified to contain the spectrum of melanin
and AuNS-labeled MSCs. The spectrum of AuNS-labeled
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MSCs was determined a priori in phantom experiments accord-
ing to previous methods.66

3 Results
Brown porcine eyes were imaged ex vivo to evaluate PA
response from constituent tissues. Ultrasound images resolved
anatomical features in the anterior segment, such as the sclera,
cornea, lens, and iris [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Histology aided
proper identification of structures [Fig. 1(c)]. Heavy pigmenta-
tion was also noted at the posterior iris [Fig. 1(c)]. By ultra-
sound, the cornea appeared slightly darker compared to other
tissues, consistent with its relative transparency, and the inter-
face between the cornea and sclera was distinct, reflecting
differences in composition and microstructural organization
of the cornea relative to other tissues. As expected, other tissues,
such as the trabecular meshwork (TM), could not be unequivo-
cally identified due to similar scattering and ultrasound speckle
patterns, confirming low ultrasound contrast between most
tissue types.

PA images were acquired at 700 nm wavelength and con-
secutive 45 deg cross-sections. PA signals were observed in

melanin-rich tissues, namely the anterior and posterior iris
and TM [Figs. 1(d)–1(g)]. Although the ciliary pigmented epi-
thelium (CPE) is melanin-rich, no PA signal was present in this
tissue due to strong attenuation of light by the overlying iris and
sclera, resulting in low fluence at the CPE. PA signal was
observed in some views in the scleral region, possibly corre-
sponding to the suprachoroidal space (SCS) [Figs. 1(e) and
1(g)]. Although the sclera and SCS are not pigmented, the
PA signal at these locations may result from subsurface fluence.

Spectroscopic PA datasets were acquired in brown eyes at the
anterior iris and posterior iris, scleral region, and TM from λ ¼
680 to 970 nm. Representative PA spectra were plotted for fixed
brown porcine eyes and distinct PA spectra were observed for
each region [Fig. 2(a)]. To assess impact of fixation on the PA
spectra, average PA spectra and standard deviations were calcu-
lated for multiple fresh brown porcine eyes [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)].
PA spectra were similar between fresh and fixed eyes. The mea-
sured PA spectrum at the anterior iris closely followed the
absorption spectrum of melanin reported in the literature
[Fig. 2(b)]. Unexpectedly, the measured PA spectrum at the pos-
terior iris did not follow the spectrum of melanin [Fig. 2(b)] and

Fig. 1 Visualization of anatomy and PA signals in the anterior segment. (a, b) Grayscale ultrasound
images showing anatomy of the ex vivo porcine eye. S, sclera; AC, anterior chamber; C, cornea; L,
lens; TM, trabecular meshwork; AI, anterior iris; PI, posterior iris; SCS, suprachoroidal space; CPE, ciliary
pigmented epithelium. (c) Corresponding histologic image of the porcine anterior segment stained with
hematoxylin and eosin. (d–g) Overlay of ultrasound (gray) and PA (red) images at different locations
(scans at 0 deg, 45 deg, 90 deg, and 135 deg) at λ ¼ 700 nm. PA signals appeared at melanin-rich
regions, such as the TM and throughout the iris. PA signals consistently appeared at the same anatomi-
cal landmark in all frames. Scale bar for ultrasound images ¼ 3 mm.
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showed more similarities to the literature absorption spectrum
of oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2). Although HbO2 was not
expected in ex vivo tissue, comparison with the measured PA
spectrum at the posterior iris was important. Similarities
between the absorption spectrum of HbO2 and the PA spectrum
at the posterior iris [Fig. 2(c)] highlight a potential source of PA
imaging artifacts and in turn impact use of these PA spectra
to identify endogenous absorbers, select contrast agents, and
facilitate molecular PA imaging.

We suspected the measured PA spectrum at the posterior iris
actually represented a PA signal from melanin modified by
wavelength-dependent fluence reaching the posterior iris.
Therefore, fluence attenuation due to tissue absorption and scat-
tering was studied in a silicone tube phantom. Cross-sectional
US/PA images of the tube filled with purified pigment were
acquired and divided into three regions of interest to study flu-
ence attenuation and the effect on the PA spectrum of melanin at
increasing depths [Fig. 3(a)]. At the top of the tube, the PA spec-
trum matched the literature absorption spectrum of melanin. As
light was attenuated by overlying pigment, the spectrum of
melanin shifted and a peak appeared at 850 nm at the bottom

of the tube [Fig. 3(a)]. Additional scattering from scleral tissue
further modified the PA spectrum of melanin [Fig. 3(b)].
Specifically, compared to attenuation primarily by optical
absorption [Fig. 3(a)], the spectrum shifted at shallower depths,
and a peak was observed in the middle of the tube [Fig. 3(b)].
The spectrum in the bottom region of interest further shifted
with a peak closer to 900 nm. We suspected similar fluence
attenuation occurred for light propagating from the anterior to
posterior iris in situ. In other words, even though the measured
PA spectrum at the posterior iris should match the literature
absorption spectrum of melanin, the observed PA spectrum at
the posterior iris [Fig. 2(c)], resulted from wavelength-depen-
dent light–tissue interactions.

The literature absorption spectra of melanin, HbO2, and Hb
[Fig. 4(a)] were compared to the measured PA spectra [Fig. 4(e)]
by processing spectroscopic PA datasets from brown eyes using
the LLS regression method. The set of literature absorption
spectra and measured PA spectra were used to obtain two differ-
ent matrices of optical cross-sections. A spectrum for Hb could
not be measured in brown eyes due to high melanin content;
thus, the absorption spectrum of Hb from the literature was

Fig. 2 PA spectra in fixed and fresh brown porcine eyes. (a) Representative PA spectra for the scleral
region (S), TM, anterior iris (AI), and posterior iris (PI) for fixed brown porcine eyes. Average PA spectra
and standard deviations were also calculated for (b) the anterior iris and (c) posterior iris in multiple fresh
brown porcine eyes. PA spectra appeared similar in fixed and fresh eyes. The measured PA spectrum
(solid blue line) of the anterior iris was compared to the reported absorption spectrum44,45 of melanin
(dashed blue line). (c) The measured PA spectrum (solid orange line) of the posterior iris was compared
to the reported absorption spectrum46–49 (dashed orange line) of HbO2 to highlight a potential source of
PA imaging artifacts following LLS regression analysis of spectroscopic PA datasets.

Fig. 3 PA spectrum of fresh pigment as a function of depth. A silicone tube was filled with purified pig-
ment and cross-sectional US/PA images were acquired. The PA spectrum was analyzed within different
regions of interest. “Top” and “bottom” indicate locations closest to, and further from, the transducer with
the least and most light attenuation, respectively. (a) The PA spectrum of melanin was modified by depth
due to light absorption of melanin, causing a significant change in the PA spectrum. (b) The experiment
was repeated with the addition of a scattering layer (sclera), resulting in further modification of the mea-
sured PA spectrum of melanin.
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used instead [Fig. 4(e)]. The goal of this study was to compare
each set of concentration maps, generated using the literature
absorption spectra, serving as the “ground truth,” or our exper-
imentally obtained measured PA spectra.

Using either set of spectra, melanin was localized as expected
at the anterior iris, posterior iris, and TM [Figs. 4(b) and 4(f)].
Because HbO2 was not expected in post-mortem tissue, pixels
indicating presence of HbO2 were determined to be image arti-
facts [Fig. 4(c)]. Agreement between the concentration maps for
HbO2 [Fig. 4(c)] and the posterior iris [Fig. 4(g)] indicated the
artifact occurred due to the measured spectrum at the posterior
iris being most similar to that of HbO2 among the species we
considered (melanin, Hb, and HbO2); however, the match is
only very approximate [Fig. 2(c)]. Although the posterior iris
is a melanin-rich tissue, the PA spectrum was modified by
fluence attenuation. Without fluence correction, LLS regression
predicted a prominent HbO2 distribution at the posterior iris
(data not shown). By implementing fluence correction, melanin
was accurately localized to the anterior iris [Figs. 4(b) and 4(f)]
and the presence of HbO2 was minimized at the posterior iris
[Figs. 4(c) and 4(g)]. Hb was primarily localized to the posterior
iris, but some discrepancies were observed between distribution
maps [Figs. 4(d) and 4(h)]. LLS regression of sPA datasets from
multiple brown eyes produced similar results, indicating PA
properties were similar across various colorations of brown
eyes from light to dark. Agreement between both sets of

concentration maps [Figs. 4(b)–4(d) and 4(f)–4(h)] impacts
future use of measured PA spectra for molecular PA imaging.
Similar concentration maps across multiple brown eyes indi-
cated our measured PA spectra can be used to inform contrast
agent selection for a particular application according to endog-
enous absorber distribution.

Characterization and analysis of PA properties was repeated
in blue porcine eyes (Fig. 5). Each spectrum in brown and blue
eyes was normalized according to its peak absorption to better
visualize the PA properties in different eye colors. Results do not
depict differences in magnitude of PA signals. The posterior iris
was the only structure to consistently show a PA signal in the
blue eye at the 700-nm wavelength [Fig. 5(a)]. Due to less mela-
nin than in brown eyes, PA signals were not evident in other
tissues. The PA signal from melanin at the posterior iris was
modified by fluence attenuation, and thus a similar artifact
was observed in the blue eye [Fig. 5(b)] as in brown eyes.
Other types of PA spectra were also occasionally observed in
blue eyes [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)] but were not localized to a con-
sistent location, i.e., the spectrum shown in Fig. 5(b) was most
prevalent in blue eyes.

Spectroscopic PA analysis using the LLS regression method
was repeated for blue eyes (Fig. 6). In the case of blue eyes, sPA
analysis was conducted using the measured PA spectra from
brown eye datasets, except for the spectrum of Hb, which
was possible to isolate in a blue eye. Spectroscopic PA datasets

Fig. 4 sPA analysis using LLS regression in brown porcine eyes. (a) Absorption spectra from literature
used for sPA analysis,44–49 and resulting computed distributions of (b) melanin, (c) HbO2, and (d) Hb.
(e–h) as in (a–d), but using measured PA spectra. Overlay of ultrasound (grayscale) and spectroscopic
PA images showed localization of melanin (blue color scale), HbO2 (orange color scale), and Hb (pink
color scale). Melanin was localized as expected. Absorption spectra from the literature or measured by
PA imaging produced similar results. Some artifacts remained in the HbO2 and PI images (c and g).
Scale bar ¼ 3 mm.
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from blue porcine eyes were similarly processed using either
the literature absorption spectra [Fig. 6(a)] or the measured
PA spectra [Fig. 6(e)] to identify absorbers. After correcting
for wavelength-dependent fluence attenuation, melanin was
accurately localized at the iris [Figs. 6(b) and 6(f)]. Some effects
of fluence attenuation remained [Figs. 6(c) and 6(g)]. However,
fluence correction increased melanin localization at the posterior
iris [Figs. 6(b) and 6(f)] and minimized the presence of HbO2

[Fig. 6(c)] and the modified melanin spectrum at the posterior
iris [Fig. 6(g)]. Hb was also identified [Figs. 6(d) and 6(h)].
sPA analysis in blue eyes accurately localized absorbers. In
this case, agreement between concentration maps [Figs. 6(b)–
6(d) and 6(f)–6(h)] indicated conservation of PA properties
across drastically different eye colors.

The PA properties of anterior segment tissues reported here
can be used for a variety of applications to facilitate molecular
PA imaging in the anterior eye. One such application is PA
tracking of injected stem cells to regenerate the trabecular
meshwork in glaucoma patients.40 In a preliminary study, MSCs
were labeled with AuNSs, injected into the anterior chamber of
a porcine eye, and allowed to circulate for 5 h. A separate eye,
which was not injected with AuNS-labeled MSCs but otherwise
followed the same experimental protocol, was used as a control.
US/PA imaging and sPA analysis using LLS regression was
conducted to separate signals from melanin (the primary endog-
enous absorber of interest in this case) and injected stem cells
(Fig. 7). Prior to injection, melanin was accurately localized

throughout the anterior segment [Fig. 7(a)] and no AuNS-
labeled MSCs were detected [Fig. 7(b)]. This validates accuracy
of the algorithm and confirms minimal overlap of the spectrum
of the contrast agent with the spectrum of melanin. At 5 h post-
injection, sPA analysis accurately localized melanin at the
iris [Fig. 7(c)]. AuNS-labeled MSCs were detected lining the
lens [Fig. 7(d)]. The measured PA spectra described here
directly informed contrast agent selection to allow successful
stem cell detection in an organ perfusion system that mimics
in vivo conditions. Therefore, ex vivo analysis was applicable
to a more clinically relevant organ perfusion system, and the
measured PA spectra will continue to be used to improve
upon this proof-of-concept stem cell tracking platform.

4 Discussion
Clinically available ophthalmic imaging modalities such as
OCT and ultrasound provide excellent anatomical information
for ocular tissues.9,10,67 However, development of molecular
imaging techniques has not developed as rapidly, particularly
for the anterior segment.16,17 PA imaging is one option to
address the need for molecular imaging in the anterior eye.
Implementation of molecular PA imaging requires use of endog-
enous or exogenous contrast agents.26,27 Contrast agents must be
carefully selected based on the application of interest and PA
properties of the surrounding tissues. Without prior knowledge
of PA properties of anterior segment tissues, it is impossible to
ensure a contrast agent can be distinguished from background

Fig. 5 Comparison of measured PA spectra in blue and brown eyes. (a) Overlay of ultrasound (gray)
and phototacoustic (red) images in a blue porcine eye. PA signal was localized to the posterior iris.
(b–d) Spectra were separated based on results from brown porcine eyes. (b) A modified melanin spec-
trum, resembling that of oxygenated hemoglobin, was isolated to the posterior iris in both eye colors and
was the dominant spectrum observed in blue eyes. (c and d) Other types of spectra were observed in
blue eyes, but were not localized to a consistent location. (d) The PA spectrum resembling melanin
(b) was most prevalent in brown eyes. Scale bar ¼ 3 mm.
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Fig. 6 Spectroscopic PA (sPA) analysis using LLS regression in blue porcine eyes. (a) Literature absorp-
tion spectra used for sPA analysis.44–49 (b–d) sPA analysis using the literature absorption spectra.
(e) Measured PA spectra used for sPA analysis, which were compiled from brown eye datasets, except
for the spectrum of Hb. (f–h) sPA analysis using the measured PA spectra. Overlay of ultrasound (gray-
scale) and spectroscopic PA images showed localization of melanin (blue colorscale), HbO2 (orange
colorscale), and Hb (pink colorscale). Absorbers were localized as expected according to known
anatomy. Literature absorption spectra or measured PA spectra produced similar results, and either
can be applied for sPA analysis. These results show that the PA spectra can be used for sPA analysis
in both brown and blue eyes. Scale bar ¼ 3 mm.

Fig. 7 Proof-of-concept demonstration of stem cell tracking in the anterior eye. Stem cells must be
labeled with a contrast agent in culture, prior to injection, to allow detection with PA imaging. The mea-
sured PA spectra established here and concentration maps of endogenous absorbers were used to
inform contrast agent selection. Accordingly, stem cells were labeled with AuNSs. To mimic in vivo con-
ditions, enucleated brown porcine eyes were perfused to maintain physiological pressure and were per-
fused to maintain physiological pressure and were imaged before (a, b) and 5 h after (c, d) injection of
AuNS-labeled stem cells. sPA analysis using LLS regression separated PA signals from (a, c) melanin
and (b, d) AuNS-labeled stem cells. (b) Minor artifacts were observed at the sclera, but the location is
outside of the anterior chamber and AuNS-labeled MSCs would not be present in this region.
Scale bar ¼ 3 mm.
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PA signals. Thus, the first step to extend molecular PA imaging
to the anterior eye is to establish PA spectral properties.

We here systematically analyzed PA properties of anterior
segment tissues to produce a set of measured PA spectra in
the first optical window between 680 and 970 nm to facilitate
molecular PA imaging. Distinct PA spectra were observed at the
TM, anterior iris, posterior iris, and scleral region in brown por-
cine eyes. Similar PA spectra were observed at the posterior iris
in blue porcine eyes. These measured PA spectra were compared
to literature absorption spectra by analyzing sPA datasets of
blue and brown porcine eyes using LLS regression to produce
concentration maps of each absorber. Good agreement was
observed between absorber maps, which validates future use of
our PA spectra to facilitate molecular PA imaging in vivo.

We hypothesized that each measured PA spectrum would
match a known absorption spectrum of an endogenous absorber,
specifically melanin. However, this was only true for the anterior
iris in brown eyes. In other tissues, the PA spectrum was modi-
fied by wavelength- and depth-dependent fluence attenuation.
These effects were most prominent at the posterior iris, espe-
cially in blue eyes. The impact of fluence attenuation on the
PA spectrum at the iris was consistent with results from a sim-
plified phantom experiment. Without fluence correction, sPA
analysis using LLS regression contained many artifacts and mis-
takenly attributed PA signals to light absorption byHbO2, which
coincidentally has a spectrum similar to the fluence-modified
melanin spectrum. Wavelength- and depth-dependent fluence
correction allowed better PA identification of melanin in the
anterior segment and minimized artifacts. Further improvement
to the fluence correction method is possible. Specifically, we
assumed a uniform concentration of melanin, but concentration
varies spatially throughout the iris. In addition, at the wave-
lengths of interest (680 to 970 nm), information on melanin
absorption and scattering at the iris were unknown. Thus, optical
properties of the iris were estimated based on available data for
the RPE and a general model of scattering (intralipid) as
substitutes.43–45,57,58 This motivates further study so that param-
eters specific to the iris can be determined. We anticipate the
effects of fluence attenuation observed here will impact molecu-
lar PA imaging strategies in the future.

Comparison between blue and brown porcine eyes indicated
that the set of measured PA spectra were independent of eye
color, at least in the near-infrared region. This result was
fortuitous but not obvious a priori. Although blue and brown
eyes have the same type of pigment, in the visible spectrum
differences in melanin concentration and scattering produce var-
iations in eye color. In spite of distinct optical properties in the
visible regime, PA properties in the near-infrared regime were
similar across eye colors. This result was important to confirm
our measured PA spectra were applicable to both extremes in
eye color (blue and brown). Thus, a single set of measured
PA spectra can possibly inform molecular PA imaging strategies
across the full spectrum of eye colors. Each eye color does not
appear to require a unique set of spectra to predict endogenous
absorber distribution and background PA signals to inform
contrast agent selection. If this were the case, implementing
molecular PA imaging in the anterior eye would likely be
impractical.

Finally, we demonstrated how the measured PA spectra can
be used for one application of molecular PA imaging, tracking
stem cells in the anterior segment for glaucoma treatment.40–42

In this application, stem cells were labeled with a contrast agent

in culture, before injection, to demonstrate molecular PA
imaging.63 Thus, prior knowledge of endogenous absorber dis-
tribution and background PA signals was required to ensure
stem cells were labeled with an appropriate contrast agent for
accurate detection.26,27 Fortunately, in this particular application,
wavelength-dependent fluence attenuation observed at the pos-
terior iris was irrelevant because stem cells will be localized
more anteriorly. Based on our measured PA spectra and endog-
enous absorber concentration maps, AuNSs were a good option
for the contrast agent. Results of this proof-of-concept study
indicated stem cells labeled with AuNSs were successfully dis-
tinguished from background PA signals. Furthermore, the stem
cell imaging study was conducted in a clinically relevant model
system: a perfused porcine eye under physiological pressure,
which closely mimics in vivo conditions. Use of organ culture
systems is well established in ophthalmic research due to simi-
larities between porcine, monkey, and human ocular anatomy,
and organ culture systems provide a valuable intermediary step
toward the development of in vivo imaging techniques.68–70 The
fact that the measured PA spectra established here allowed
detection of stem cells in a perfusion setup further supports
the impact of our results on future development of molecular
PA imaging techniques for the anterior eye.

Although AuNSs were a good choice for stem cell tracking,
other applications may have different requirements for molecu-
lar PA imaging. For example, if a researcher is interested in
studying iridial pathologies, contrast agent options will vary
according to the unique background PA signals at the iris.
Beyond contrast agent selection and molecular PA imaging,
the PA spectra could also serve as a baseline to evaluate spectral
changes related to tissue health. In the future, we will use the
measured PA spectra described herein to evaluate other contrast
agents for stem cell tracking, aid development of light delivery
systems for the anterior eye, and investigate therapeutic use of
light to develop image-guided therapy platforms.

5 Conclusions
PA tissue properties were analyzed throughout the anterior seg-
ment. Measured PA spectra were compiled based on distinct PA
spectra observed in the anterior and posterior iris, TM, and
sclera. These spectra were compared to existing published
absorption spectra. sPA analysis using both the measured PA
spectra and published absorption spectra accurately localized
absorbers throughout the anterior segment. In addition, the mea-
sured PA spectra from brown eyes were used for sPA analysis of
datasets from blue eyes. Although there are many eye colors in
the visible range, our comparison of blue and brown porcine
eyes indicated anterior segments are photoacoustically similar
in the near-infrared wavelength range. Results have important
implications for development of molecular PA imaging strate-
gies and other light-based imaging techniques and therapies
in the anterior segment, including our particular application of
interest, stem cell tracking for glaucoma treatment.
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